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Abstract
Mining web log datasets has been extensively studied using Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) and its various other forms. Identifying frequent patterns in different sequences can help in analyzing the most common sub-sequences (e.g., the pages visited
together). However, this approach would not be able to identify general structures spanning over multiple sequences. In response
to understanding general structures, we introduce a new form of sequential pattern mining called super-sequence frequent pattern
mining (SS-FPM). In contrast to sub-sequences determined by FPM, SS-FPM determines the super-sequences that can contain
the common parts from different sequences. This can be useful in understanding the general behavior/flow of users in web usage
mining, classifying web pages and users, making predictions etc. In essence, finding frequent super-sequence patterns turns
out to be related to the well-known heaviest (longest) path problem in graphs, which is known to be NP-hard. Accordingly,
we transform a given sequential dataset into a sequence graph and formulate the problem as k-hop heaviest path problem. We
then propose an efficient heuristic called sequence matrix method using dynamic programming techniques. We compared our
method to the existing Heavypath method. The results show that our method is more efficient especially on large datasets.
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Introduction

Sequential pattern mining has been a popular research topic
due to its importance in many applications (e.g., shopping
basket analysis, bioinformatics, web usage mining and so
on) where data is given in the form of a set of sequences or
a long sequence.[1–4, 39] One form of the sequential pattern
mining is to find Frequent Patterns (FPM). It was first introduced by Agrawal et al[1, 5] and was to analyze the item
sets that appear frequently in the customers’ shopping baskets. As we review in the next section, researchers have
proposed many algorithms to this problem and investigated
various other forms of FPM. In this paper, we focus on investigating a new form of sequential pattern mining that we
call super-sequence frequent pattern mining (SS-FPM) and

the application of it on Web Log datasets. Various types of
sequential datasets can also be applied to accordingly.
A sequential dataset is a collection of sequence(s) of ordered elements or events.[6] As an example, let us consider
web log sessions in Table 1. Each web session is an ordered sequence of web clicks, i.e., two consecutive pages
AB means that a user first visited page A and then page B.
In this example, traditional FPM algorithms (e.g., Apriori,
downward closure) would identify AB and CD as the most
frequent sub-sequence patterns as they appear three times
in the dataset. Finding such frequent sub-sequences can be
helpful for analysing the most common structures and improving the performance. For example, by analysing the
traversal patterns in a web server’s log, one can gather im-
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portant information such as the most popular pages which
are likely to be visited together.[7]
Table 1: An example of web log sequences
Session Id

Session Sequence

1

ABEB

2

BED

3

AB

4

AB

5

BCD

6

CD

7

CD

In contrast to finding the most common sub-structures,
we take a different approach and consider how to indentify/analyse the underlying general structures among multiple sequences in the database. For example, suppose the
example in Table 1 is from a news web-site. To analyse
the general behaviour/flow of users (e.g., in what order the
users generally read the news items, do they follow the suggested links or jump to different news etc.), we need to find
a relatively longer visiting sequence of pages that have received the most clicks from different users. We call such sequences as super-sequences and the process of finding them
as super-sequence frequent pattern mining (SS-FPM). The
key distinguishing characteristic of super-sequences is that
they may contain several parts from different sequences.
For example, in the above sample dataset, the most frequent super-sequence pattern with sequence length 4 would
be ABCD because the total number of occur-ring times of
AB, BC, and CD is 7, which is higher than that of any
other super-sequences with sequence length 4. This supersequence shows the popular flow of the visited news which
is from A to B then to C and then D. As we can see that only
analysing the frequent sub-sequences cannot give a flow like
super-sequence does. In addition to analysing general structures, web designers can use supper-sequence patterns to
predict future users’ behaviour and dynamically make recommendations in interactive learning and shopping sites.
For example, if new user visits news A and B, according
to the super-sequence found, C and D can be recommended.
In a closely related work,[8] the authors have analysed the
research filed revolution by considering heavy paths which
are similar to our super-sequences. The authors have considered a citation database where each citation relationship
from paper A to paper B can be viewed as a length 2 sequence. By associating each paper with its topic, they generated a network where the nodes are research topics and
the weight on an edge is the frequency of citations. Heavypaths (i.e., super-sequences) in such a graph capture strong
flows of ideas across topics. The authors in Ref.[8] also
considered heavy paths for music recommendation system
and itinerary recommendation system for visiting as many
as popular places of interest in a limited travel time.
2
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Extracting super-sequences in a sequential dataset would
also be important in various other areas and applications
such as system call analysis, bioinformatics, social networks, etc. For example, biologists can better understand
the relationships between gene structures and functional
elements by determining the frequent super-sequences in
the DNA sequences[2] of closely related species. Also,
in protein association networks, super-sequences can help
seek the most related proteins.[40] Another example would
be malware detection,[9] where researchers analyse the sequence of system calls.[3, 10] By identifying frequent supersequence system call patterns from many program traces,
researchers can determine unusual sequence of calls that
might be invoked by malicious programs.
The SS-FPM problem is related to the heaviest (a.k.a. the
longest) path problem in directed graphs, which is known
to be NP-hard.[11] Accordingly, we first transform the given
sequential dataset into a sequence graph, and then search for
heaviest paths as patterns. More specifically, we are interested in finding all the k-hop paths ((k + 1)-length supersequence frequent patterns) that have a larger weight than a
given threshold. Note that k-hop heaviest path is the same as
(k + 1)-length super-sequence frequent pattern (SS-FP) and
we use these terms interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
In response to solving this new form of the heaviest path
problem in a directed weighted graph, we propose a sequence matrix method that basically uses some heuristics
and dynamic programming techniques to gradually compute
k-hop heaviest paths from the initial one-step sequence matrix representing the underlying sequence graph and the (k1)-hop heavies paths computed in previous iteration. As we
discuss later in detail, the worst-case complexity of the proposed sequence matrix method is O(kn4 ), where k is the
number of hops (length of the super-sequence) and n is the
number of nodes in the sequence graph . However, through
experiments in Section 5, we will show that the average running time of our solution grows more like a quadratic function of n rather than quartic function as in the worst-case.
We also show that it is significantly better than the running
time of the heavy path heuristic proposed in Ref.[8]
In addition to the above algorithmic contribution to solve
SS-FPM problem, we apply our solution to analysing some
actual sequential web log datasets and identify interesting
super-sequence patterns in these datasets. In this direction,
we specifically consider an actual web-log dataset called
BMS-WebView-1,[12] which consists of multiple sequences.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we give related work in frequent pattern mining area. We formally define super-sequence frequent pattern mining (SS-FPM) problem and give the graph model in
Section 3. In Section 4 we present our proposed heuristic
method using dynamic programming techniques for solving
the SS-FPM problem. We then evaluate the performance
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of our solution both compared to Heavypath method and
through experiments on actual web log dataset consisting of
multiple sequences in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this
paper and point out some issues for future research in Section 6.

Finding supper-sequences is related to the heaviest (longest)
path problem, which is known to be NP-hard.[11] To cope
with the NP-hardness of the heaviest path problem, researchers have proposed various approximation algorithms
or developed exact algorithms for specific classes of graphs.
Karger et. al proposed an approximation method for the
heaviest path in a graph using greedy algorithm.[30] Murat
et. al proposed probabilistic heaviest path problem.[31] Oth2 Related work
ers have considered solutions for specific type of graphs.
FPM is to seek frequently occurring patterns or relation- For example, researchers proposed heaviest path probships in a large database. It was first introduced by Agrawal lems on directed acyclic graph,[32] interval graphs,[33] coet al[1] to analyse the item sets that appear frequently in comparability graphs,[34] ptolemaic graphs[35] and so on.
the customers’ shopping baskets. After the introduction Most of these studies try to find the heaviest path starting
of their solution called Apriori algorithm, researchers have from a source without any constraints. In our case, we
proposed many new algorithms and improvements for the are interested in any k-hop heaviest path whose weight is
same FPM problem while investigating its various other greater than a threshold. A similar work has been done and
forms as well. For example, Park et al. have tried to im- shown in Ref.[8] Their strategy is to use rank join method
prove Apriori using hashing technique,[13] Savasere et al. and go through each edge with each possible expansion
used partitioning technique,[14] Toivonen et al. proposed from (k-1)-hop to k-hop. Since their work can find the accusampling approach.[15] In addition, researchers considered rate top-N heaviest paths in a graph, it is very time consumother methods such as dynamic item set counting,[16] incre- ing. We will show some comparisons between our method
mental mining,[17] parallel and distributed mining[13, 17, 18] and theirs in the experiment section later.
and so on.[19] Researchers have also developed new algorithms for the FPM problem such as FP-growth,[20] which
uses FP-tree to store the itemset association information, 3 Problem definition and graph model
and Eclat,[21] which uses an Equivalence CLAss Transformation method. Moreover, researchers have been studying In this paper, a sequential dataset is denoted by S =
various other types of FPM problem including multilevel {S1 , S2 , · · · , SN }, where Si = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wli } is a seand multidimensional association rules mining,[22] closed quence of ordered elements or events (e.g., sequences of
frequent pattern mining,[23] colossal pattern mining,[24] se- web pages in Table 1). The union of
SNall the events is
W
=
{w
,
w
,
·
·
·
,
w
},
(i.e.,
W
=
[5]
1
2
n
i=1 Si ). Let p =
quential pattern mining, graphs, trees and lattices min{w
,
w
,
·
·
·
,
w
}
be
a
k-length
super-sequence
pattern (or
[19]
1
2
k
ing.
(k-1)-hop path). Let support (wx wy ) be the total number of
Our work is related to sequential mining, where the frequent occurrences of the sequence wx wy in S. Similarly, we can
item sets mining is extended with the consideration of or- define the support for a pattern p as follows:
dered items. Specifically, sequential mining tries to find the
Pk−1
set of frequent subsequences in a given sequential dataset. support(p) = i=1 support(wi wi+1 )
One of the first solutions to this problem was AprioriAll,[5] We say p is k-length frequent if support(p) is greater than
which extends the similar techniques in Apriori[1] to find a given threshold δ. We can now formally define SS-FPM
frequent patterns in transactions of the customers. It gener- problem as follows:
ates candidate sequences by measuring the support of them
in passing over the database while using the downward- Definition 1. Given a sequential dataset S, a sequence
length k, and a threshold δ, the Super-Sequence Freclosure property of sequential patterns.
quent Pattern Mining (SS-FPM) problem is to find the
A representative list of the well-known sequential min- set P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pr }, where each pattern pj =
ing algorithms include Apriori-based GSP (Generalized {w1 , w2 , · · · , wk } satisfies the following condition:
Sequential Patterns),[25] Pattern-growth based FreeSpan[26]
and PrefixSpan,[27] Vertical format-based SPADE[28] and
X
support(pj ) =
support(wi wi+1 ) > δ
(1)
Constraint-based SPIRIT.[29] All of these solutions mainly
focus on the sub-sequence mining, which is to find the comSS-FPM problem is actually related to the heaviest path
mon part of all the sequences in a dataset. In our probproblem in a graph. So we transform a given sequential
lem, we are looking for a general structure (i.e., the superdataset S into a sequence graph, which can be defined as
sequence). The most frequent super-sequence is the one
follows.
with the largest total support of each consecutive length
two sequence which is a link in it. Although part of the Definition 2. A Sequence Graph is a directed weighted
most frequent super-sequence may be the most frequent graph G = (V, E), where V = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wn } and
sub-sequence, this is not necessary.
E = {e1 , e2 , · · · , em }. Each edge ei connects wa and wb if
Published by Sciedu Press
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there is a consecutive sequence wa wb in any sequence in S. 4 Proposed sequence matrix method for
The weight of edge ei is set to support(wa wb ), which is the
SSFPM
total number of occurrences of consecutive sequence wa wb
in all sequences in S.
In this section we are going to give the details of our solution
that computes Mk and determine the heaviest paths (i.e., the
According to this definition, we can easily construct the
most frequent super-sequence patterns). To determine the
sequence graph for a given sequential dataset. For exam(k+1)-length most frequent super-sequence patterns, we acple, the sequence graph for the sequential dataset in Table 1
tually try to compute all the k -hop heaviest paths whose
would be as shown in Figure 1. We use the adjacency matotal weights are greater than a given threshold. For this, we
trix, which we call the initial one-step sequence matrix, to
mainly use dynamic programming techniques to gradually
represent the sequence graph. Since there are n elements in
compute the matrix Mk from M1 and Mk−1 and we call
the set of all sequences, the sequence matrix would be n×n.
this method the sequence matrix method. As we discussed
For example, the sequence matrix for the above graph would
in last section, M1 [i][j] is the support of the 1-hop heaviest
be as in Figure 2.
path (direct link) from node i to node j. On the other hand,
for k > 1, Mk [i][j] is the support of the k-hop heaviest path
starting with sequence ij rather than being the weight of a
path from i to j.
The formula is given below:

Figure 1: The sequence graph for the sequential dataset in
Table 1
The sequence matrix denoted by M1 can directly be computed from the given sequential dataset S. For this, we first
set M1 [wi ][wj ] to 0 for every wi wj . We then go through
each sequence Si and add one to M1 [wi ][wj ] for each wx wy
in Si .
The reason for using the notation M1 is to indicate that
M1 [wi ][wj ] actually represents the support of 1-hop path (2length sequence) from wi to wj In the rest of the paper, we
will continue to generalize this notation as Mk to store the
supports of the k-hop heaviest path ((k+1)-length most frequent super-sequence). Note that Mk [wi ][wj ], not the path
from wi to wj . The actual k-hop paths will be stored in a
hash table, as we discuss later in detail.

Mk [i][j] = M1 [i][j] + Mk−1 [j][maxC]

(2)

where maxC is the column index of the maximum value in
row j.
In addition, we maintain a hash table Hk that stores k-hop
heaviest paths ((k + 1)-length frequent super-sequences)
starting with ij. So the keys in Hk are [ij] for all the nonzero elements in Mk while the values are the k-hop heaviest
paths starting with the corresponding ij. Here there can be
multiple paths starting with the sequence ij that have the
same weights. In our heuristic algorithm, we choose one arbitrarily. Actually, this may cause missing the actual heaviest path. However, our experiments show that the difference
is not significant, and thus we keep our current algorithm
to choose one path. Nevertheless, at the cost of increasing computational and space complexity, one may simply
extend our solutions to store multiple paths with the same
weight and with the same starting sequence in the hash table. The formula that computes the hash table Hk is:
Hk [XY ] = concat(H1 [XY ], Hk−1 [Y · · · Z])

(3)

where Hk−1 [Y · · · Z] has the maximum weight in Hk−1
starting with Y .
Figure 2: The sequence matrix for the sequence graph in
Figure 1
We assume that the super-sequences are simple paths (e.g.,
sequential patterns without duplications). The dataset may
have duplicates such as the first entry in Table 1. But when
we search for a frequent super-sequence, we do not consider loops since the path may not be able to get out of
the loop. So the frequent super-sequences got from the sequence graph are simple paths.
4

We will now illustrate the details of the proposed solution
through an example. We then give its pseudo code and analyse its computational complexity. Specifically, we will consider the sequence graph in Figure 1 and illustrate the process of getting k-hop heaviest paths ((k + 1)-length frequent
super-sequence patterns) when k is 3. So, we need to gradually calculate M3 and H3 . First, let us generate H1 . This
can easily be done by using the non-zero elements from the
original one-step sequence matrix M1 . Resulting keys and
1-hop paths in H1 will be as shown below:
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Key

Value

Key

Value

AB

<AB>

AB

<ABE>

BC

<BC>

BC

<BCD>

BE

<BE>

BE

<BED>

CD

<CD>

EB

<EBC>

EB

<EB>

H2=

From H2 we can see that 3-length super-sequence patterns
are ABE, BCD, BED and EBC with the supports of 5, 4, 3
and 2, respectively. Note that we did not choose EBE as a
We then compute M2 by using M1 twice as follows. For 2-hop path since it has a loop. We keep track of the paths
each i and j, we first search the largest value in row j of M1 and check if there is a loop when a path is extended with a
and identify its column index as maxC. We then simply new node. If so, we ignore that node and consider the next
compute M2 [i][j] by taking the summation of M1 [i][j] and node.
M1 [j][maxC]. If M1 [i][j] is 0, we keep it 0 in M2 [i][j],
which means we do not have a path starting from ij. Also, Finally, M3 is going to be computed by using M1 and M2
if the maximum in row j of M1 is 0, we again set M2 [i][j] as follows. For each i and j, we first search the largest value
in row j of M2 and identify its column index as maxC. We
to 0, which means that there is no outlet from node j.
then simply compute M3 [i][j] by taking the summation of
Now we are going to explain why we need to check if there M [i][j] and M [j][maxC]. Accordingly, the resulting M
1
2
3
is a 0. When M1 [i][j] is zero, there is no visits on page j will be as shown in Figure 4.
after page i. Thus, there is no need to calculate the supersequence path starting with ij in the sequence. Similarly,
when the largest value on row j is zero, there is either no
outlet in the (k-1)-sequence matrix for page j or they could
generate a circle if we keep adding pages in the path. Thus,
we set the corresponding Mk [i][j] to zero. In summary, if
either one of these conditions is true, then we cannot find
a k-hop path starting with ij; thus, we set Mk [i][j] to 0.
Accordingly, the resulting M2 will be as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4: The 3-sequence matrix for the sequence graph in
Figure 1

ED

<ED>

For H3 , since M2 [B][C] has the largest value on row B,
we copy the value of [BC]: <BCD> to the value of [AB]:
<ABE>, starting from the second element. Consequently,
we obtain <ABCD> and save it in H3 with the key value of
[AB]. Using the same process, we also obtain <EBCD>. As
a result, H3 will be as follows:
Figure 3: The 2-sequence matrix for the sequence graph in
Figure 1

While we generate M2 , we can derive the corresponding
hash table H2 and make sure that the paths in hash table
will not have loops. After computing M2 [i][j], we check if
it is 0 or not. If it is not 0, then we copy the value of the
key [jmaxC] in H1 to [ij]’s value in H1 after the first element. For example, the new value in H2 for key [AB] will
be <ABE>. This is obtained by copying <BE> to <AB>
after A since M1 [B][E] has the largest value on row B. Accordingly, the resulting H2 will be as follows:
Published by Sciedu Press
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Key

Value

AB

<ABCD>

EB

<EBCD>

In summary, we computed ABE as the 2-hop heaviest
path (3-length most frequent sequence) by combining 1-hop
heaviest paths AB and BE from M1 in Figure 1. Since AB
has the support of 3 and BE has the support of 2, the support of ABE will be 5. Continuing this way, we determined
ABCD as the 3-hop heaviest path (4-length most frequent
super-sequence) with the support of 7. We can now present
the above steps in a pseudo code form, as shown in Algorithm 1.
5
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Algorithm 1 Sequence Matrix Algorithm Computing k-hop
Algorithm 1. Sequence Matrix Algorithm Computing k-hop Longest Path
Longest Path
Input: M1, Mk-1, and Hk-1
Output: Mk and Hk
for 1  i  n do
for 1  j  n do
if M1[i][j] ് 0 then
Find maxC such that
Mk-1[j][maxC] Mk-1 [j][l] for 1  l  n
while there is a loop in the new path do
Mk-1[j][maxC] = 0,
Find maxC such that
Mk-1[j][maxC]  Mk-1[j][l] for 1 l  n
end while
if Mk-1[j][maxC]! = 0 then
Mk[i][j] = M1[i][j] + Mk-1[j][maxC],
update hash table Hk
else
Mk[i][j] = 0
end if
end if
end for
end for

2015, Vol. 4, No. 2

In conclusion, as we mentioned at the beginning of this section, our solution can find the most frequent super-sequence
with length k+1 starting from ab with small probability of
errors when the weight on each link is different from each
other.
4.2

Time complexity analysis of sequence matrix
algorithm

In Algorithm 1, if there are n nodes in the graph, it computes
the n × n matrix Mk by performing the above mentioned
operations on two n × n matrices, namely M1 and Mk−1 .
The actual paths are stored in a hash table Hk by extending the paths in Hk -1 while making sure that there will be
no loops in them. To compute each element Mk [i][j], the
heuristic algorithm obtains the maximum in row j of Mk−1 ,
which costs O(n), and checks if the new path starting with
ij would have a loop, which costs O(k). If there is a loop,
the heuristic algorithm ignores that path and finds another
maximum until it finds a path without a loop. In the worst
4.1 Accuracy analysis of sequence matrix algorithm case, the heuristic algorithm may end up checking all the elWhen there are multiple same weights links existing for ements in row j, which costs O(n). So, for each element ij,
+ k)) operalength k+1 super-sequences, our solution will miss some the heuristic algorithm would perform O(n(n
4
tions,
resulting
in
overall
complexity
of
O(n
+
kn3 ). Since
super-sequences, e.g., if there are 2 most frequent supersequences starting from ij, we will only get one of them. we are interested in simple paths, k will be less than n and
of the heuristic algorithm for
This can also mislead the most frequent length k+1 super- thus the worst-case complexity
4
a
given
k
will
be
O(n
).
Since
we gradually compute Mk
sequence. There is also another assumption in this algorithm
by
calling
the
heuristic
algorithm
k times, the overall worstwhich is that the heaviest hop-k paths are distributed evenly
case
complexity
of
our
solution
will
be O(kn4 ). However,
for all the paths starting with any two nodes’ permutation.
This is because we can find at most n2 top-N paths no mat- in practice, since the sequence graphs are sparse and the mater what number is k. So any two nodes’ permutation can trix Mk storing the weights of the heaviest k-hop paths gets
only contribute to one possible heaviest path. Now we will more and more zero elements as the k increases, we would
show that for searching top-N heaviest paths, two of these not need to find maximum or search for loops in paths for
paths come from one single two-node as starting edge is in every element in the matrix. This results in reasonable average case complexity, as we demonstrate through experismall probability.
ments in Section 5.
In a directed weighted graph with n nodes and m edges,
each node has m/n edges in average. Suppose we are
searching for top-N hop-k paths. The number of possible 5 Experiments and results
hop-k paths is Pkm = m!/(m − k)!. The number of possible
For the experiments, we have two parts. In the first part,
paths starting from link ab is (m/n)k−1 . Suppose there are
we compare the accuracy of our sequence matrix method as
two hop-k paths that are both started with ab and they in the
well as their actual running time with the Heavypath algotop-N hop-k path-set, the probability is:
rithm, which is the name used in Ref.[8] for seeking top-N
heaviest paths in a graph. In the second part, we use an acP rob = (m/n)k−1 /(m!/(m − k)!)
(4) tual web log dataset consisting of multiple sequences (sesIf the graph is dense, this number can be very small, e.g., sions) and analyse the supper-sequence patterns in it. All of
searching a hop-5 heavy path in a 10 node graph with 50 the experiments are run on 2.40 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with
24GB memory.
edges, the probability is
5.1
(5)

Accuracy of sequence matrix method and the
running time comparison with existing heavypath algorithm

which is very small. This shows that using our sequence
matrix method has large chance to get most of the top-N
heaviest paths.

Heavypath algorithm is proved to be able to find the accurate top-N paths given a number N. We used Cora (http://
www.cs.umass.edu/_mccallum/data) as the real world

P rob = (54 )/(50×49×48×47×46×45) ≈ 1/(25000000)

6
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graph data and generated a 70-node graph as was shown in
Ref.[8] We also generated six synthetic directed weighted
graphs of 100 nodes with 100 edges, 200 edges and 300
edges randomly distributed between two nodes. The length
k of the seeking path is ranging from 2 to 3 (the running time
for longer length takes huge amount of time using Heavypath) for Cora dataset and 2 to 7 for the synthetic dataset.
Figure 5 to Figure 8 shows the results.
In Figure 5 we can see that the sequence matrix method
runs much faster than the Heavypath method while they can
both get the correct heaviest path in the graph. In Figure 6,

2015, Vol. 4, No. 2

Heavypath runs a little bit faster than our sequence matrix
method, but as the graph getting denser, the running time
for the Heavypath algorithm increases faster, while our algorithm still keeps almost the same running time as shown
in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . This is because that as the number
of edges increases, it takes more time to go through each
edge in the rank join strategy to expand a path, while our
method is based on the matrix which is only related to the
number of nodes in the graph. Also, in our sequence matrix
method, as the length k grows, the matrices that are going to
be calculated are going to contain more 0s, which takes less
and less time each round of adding up an edge to the paths.

Figure 5: The comparison of the running time and the heaviest path weight on Cora Dataset

Figure 6: The comparison of the running time and the heaviest path weight on 100-node 100-edge dataset

Figure 7: The comparison of the running time and the heaviest path weight on 100-node 200-edge dataset
Published by Sciedu Press
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Figure 8: The comparison of the running time and the heaviest path weight on 100-node 300-edge dataset
the top-N heavy paths, we did experiments on the two algorithms to find the top-2 to top-5 paths. Here the way to seek
top-N heavy paths of using sequence matrix method is that
we need to try some threshold numbers to get one that can
return more than N heavy paths, and then from these paths
pick the top-N heaviest. To show the accuracy, we compare
the total weight of the N paths found by using the two methods to get two groups A and B of top-3 heavy paths. Then
calculate the total weight of the paths in A and B respectively. The results are shown in Figure 9. We can see that
our algorithm has very high accuracy.
From the experiment we can see that the sequence matrix
method is more efficient and can give relatively accurate
result. For the next experiment on real-world dataset, we
are going to use it as the method to find the frequent supersequences.
5.2

Figure 9: The comparison of the total weight of the top-N
heavy paths found
To test our matrix method’s accuracy, we also searched the
heaviest path using both of the methods. The results are
shown in Figure 6 (b), Figure 7 (b) and Figure 8 (b). We can
see that our algorithm almost has the same accuracy as the
Heavypath algorithm. Heavypath can find top-N heaviest
paths, while our method can return a set of paths with larger
weight than a given threshold. This means that if given a
threshold δ, and the number of returned heavy paths is large
or equal to N, there is a chance that N of these paths can be
the top-N paths. To test the ability of our method seeking
8

Super-sequence pattern analysis on web log
dataset

The actual web log dataset that we use is called BMSWebView-1 (BMS_WebView-1 has been used as datasets
n KDDCup 2000 competition and can be downloaded from
The Data Mining Forum: http://forum.ai-direcotry
.com). It contains several months of clicking stream data
from an E-commerce website. As discussed in Section 1, the
web log data is transformed into a set of sequences. Each sequence is a session showing a sequence of web pages visited
by a user. The details on web log pre-processing are out of
the scope of this paper and the details can be found.[12, 37, 38]
In BMS-WebView-1, there are 59602 sessions and 497 web
pages in it. For simplicity, we give each web page an ID
starting from 0 to 496.
In Figure 10, we show the number of sequences (paths) that
we found with visiting numbers (total weight) from 2000 to
5000 and the sequence length (k) varies from 5 to 10. Similarly, Figure 11 shows the number of sequences that have
visiting numbers from 5000 to 8000 and the sequence length
goes from 12 to 20. Both figures confirm that, as expected,
our algorithm finds more paths under the same visiting numISSN 1927-6974
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bers as the sequence length increases. This is due to the
fact that the total weight of a path increases as the sequence
length increases.
From Figure 10 and Figure 11, we can see that there are a
lot of paths (e.g., close to 30000) when path length is relatively long and visiting threshold is relatively small. Instead
of such commonly appearing many paths, it would be useful to focus on the small number of paths having a relatively
large weight (Nummer of visiting). For example, in this data
set, one should closely analyse the 6-length paths with visiting numbers larger than 2200, or the 10-length paths with
visiting numbers larger than 4000.

2015, Vol. 4, No. 2

numbers of 1000, 1500, and 2000 to get 18, 7, and 10 distinguished paths, respectively.
Table 2: The number of paths with length 3
Number of total visitings

Number of paths found

>900

169

>1000

18

>1100

5

>1200

3

>1300

1

>1400

0

Table 3: The number of paths with length 4
Number of total visitings

Number of paths found

>1400

9

>1500

7

>1600

5

>1700

4

>1800

2

>1900

1

>2000

0

Table 4: The number of paths with length 5
Figure 10: Number of paths found for different lengths
(5-10) with different visiting numbers

Figure 11: Number of paths found for different lengths
(12-20) with different visiting numbers
For example, let us consider such distinguished paths to investigate if there is any weakest link, which has significantly
small number of visitings compared to other links in a frequent super-sequence pattern. If there are any such links,
web designers can delete or regroup them. To identify such
links, we calculated the deviations of the distinguished paths
with length 3, 4 and 5. From Table 2, 3 and 4 we can see
that the number of paths significantly decreases as the visiting threshold increases. Accordingly, we pick the visiting
Published by Sciedu Press

Number of total visitings

Number of paths found

>1900

11

>2000

10

>2100

6

>2200

2

>2300

1

>2400

0

Figure 12 shows the ordered standard deviation for the 18
paths found (total visitings > 1000) in Table 2. We can
see that there are 3 paths with deviation less than 200 and
5 paths with standard deviation larger than 600. The rest
of the paths have standard deviation between 200 and 600.
After checking the path that has the smallest standard deviation, we found that the path has the web page sequence
<163, 0, 1>. The visitings for page 0 after visiting page 163
is 590 and then number of visitings to page 1 is 621. The
largest deviation exists in path <265, 281, 277>, where the
visitings are 48 and 953, respectively. Figure 13 shows the
ordered standard deviation for the 7 paths found (total visitings > 1500) in Table 3. The smallest deviation exists at
the path with web page sequence <163, 0, 1, 97>. We can
see that it is the same path before but extended with web
page 97 and the visitings after page 1 to page 97 is 771. The
largest deviation exists in path <45, 2, 281, 277> and the
visitings are 877, 8, 953, respectively. Figure 14 shows the
ordered standard deviation for the 10 paths found (total visitings > 2000) in Table 4. We found that the path that has
the largest standard deviation has the web page sequence
9
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<1, 45, 2, 281, 277> and the visitings are 193, 877, 8, 953,
respectively. This means that visitings on web page 281 after users visiting page 2 has only 8 times occurring in the
dataset. This is very few compared to other visitings in this
super-sequence. So the designer might want to remove page
281 or combine its content with page 277.
To analyse the super-sequences found we looked into the 6
length-5 paths found which has total visitings greater than
2100 and they are listed in Table 5 in the page IDs. From
the table we can see that the super-sequences mainly have
two centres, one is related to page 0, 1, 97 and the other one
is 45, 2, 281 and 277. We also looked into the top visited
single pages and the top frequent occurring length-5 subsequences (each page in the sub-sequence occurs equal or
more than 50 times) they are shown in Table 6 and Table 7.

Figure 12: Visiting numbers standard deviation for length
3 paths with total visitings larger than 1000

Figure 13: Visiting numbers standard deviation for length
4 paths with total visitings larger than 1500

Figure 14: Visiting numbers standard deviation for length
5 paths with total visitings larger than 2000
10
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Table 5: The 6 length-5 paths found with total vistings >
2100
Paths found

Total visiting number

{0, 1, 94, 45, 2}

2407

{17, 163, 0, 1, 97}

2140

{44, 45, 2, 281, 277}

2128

{45, 2, 293, 281, 277}

2154

{163, 0, 1, 97, 176}

2285

{163, 164, 0, 1, 97}

2120

Table 6: The top 5 most visted webpages
Webpage ID

Visiting numbers

5

1948

163

2009

45

2049

2

2268

1

2371

0

2797

97

3449

277

3612

35

3623

281

3658

Table 7: The top-6 most visited sub-sequences
Paths found
167,60,9,4,5
73,167,60,9,4
163,164,0,1,97
293,308,266,276,281
308,266,276,281,285
292,293,308,266,276

Total visiting number
1252
999
2120
386
551
416

From comparing Table 6 and Table 5 we can see that although page 5 and 35 are most visited single pages; they
are not appearing in the super-sequences. This can imply
that the pages connecting with 5 and 35 are spread out and
then the link linking them are with less weight that the
ones that can be selected as part of the super-sequences.
This also means that page 5 and 35 may be hubs in the
web page networks but not as the mainly behaviour flow
of the users. So they may just intermediate pages to connect other pages. On the other hand from comparing Table
6 and Table 7 we can see that there is little overlap between
the super-sequences and the frequent sub-sequences. This
shows that frequent sub-sequences cannot reflect the problems that super-sequences can. For example, in Table 7,
although each sub-sequence as a whole appears relatively
frequent, where the weight on each link is between 20 and
30, they reflect the behaviour of a small amount of users. In
Table 5, the average weight on each link is around 500, although some of the links may have a lot more visitings than
the other, it still contains a lot more users’ information than
ISSN 1927-6974
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just using sub-sequences. Through the super-sequences we
have better understanding of the users’ behaviour flow and
different trends of those behaviours.

6

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we formulated a new form of sequential pattern mining, namely SS-FPM. We then proposed a heuristic sequence matrix method using dynamic programming
techniques which gave high accuracy with a reasonable running time. We compared our method to the existing Heavypath method in the experiment section and showed that our
method is more efficient. Although the sequence matrix
method can lose some of the actual paths during calculation,
it can still give reasonable results. Accordingly, we used the
matrix method to analyse actual web log dataset from a dif-
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